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The framework states have agreed to earmark a number of units for the Eurocorps:
French-German Contribution

- Staff
- HQSB

{

the French-German Brigade garrisoned in Müllheim (GE)

- MNCS Bde
- NSD
Subordinate units
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French Contribution
{

Military ranks

News
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German Contribution
{

Eurogazette

ISAF VI

Etat-Major de Force numéro 3 (EMF3) in Marseille(equivalent to a divisional HQ)
I. one armoured brigade
II. one mechanised infantry brigade
III. if necessary specialized support units

the 10th Armoured Division, with its HQ in Sigmaringen, composed of
I. the 12th Armoured Brigade in Amberg
II. the 30th Mechanised Brigade in Ellwangen

Belgian Contribution
{

the Operational Command Land, with its HQ in Evere, composed of
I. the 1st Mechanised Brigade in Leopoldsburg
II. the 7th Mechanised Brigade in Marche-en-Fammene

Spanish Contribution
{

the 1st Mechanised Division with its HQ in Burgos, composed of
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I.
II.
III.

the 10th Mechanised Brigade in Cordoba
the 11th Mechanised Brigade in Badajoz
the 12th Armoured Brigade in Madrid

Luxembourg Contribution
{

A reconnaissance company (180 soldiers) based in Diekirch, composed of two reconnaissance platoons, an antitank platoon and a logistics support element. This unit will normally be integrated into the Belgian contribution
during operations.

Except for the French-German Brigade and the Staff of the Multinational
Command Support Brigade (MNCS Bde) that are permanently under
operational command of HQ Eurocorps, the national contributions remain
under national command in peacetime. They become fully subordinated
after Transfer of Authority has been decided by member states.
The type and size of units needed by the Eurocorps have to be
determined depending on the assigned mission, likely employment and
the expected operational outcome. In the case that all the earmarked
national contributions are committed, the Corps would number
approximately 60,000 soldiers.

Beside its organic and earmarked units, HQ Eurocorps is also
prepared to command units (up to division size) that nonEurocorps countries might allocate for a specific operation. This
participation of non-Eurocorps forces is known as the "5 + X
Concept".
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